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Peripheral Arabic varieties have been the focus of many researchers in recent Arabic dialectology
history. They represent varieties of Arabic spoken outside the boundaries of Arab countries. Because
of that, they took a different development route from that of “mainstream” Arabic varieties. Some of
these varieties have developed in regions situated close to the borders of Arab countries (Turkey, Iran,
Chad, etc.), but others are still spoken in more remote areas, like Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan,
Cyprus, Cameroon, Nigeria, etc.. These varieties manifest different linguistics features, due to the close
linguistic contact they had with the languages spoken in their areas (Persian, Turkish, Kurdish,
Neo-Aramean, Uzbek, Greek, etc.), which rendered them virtually unintelligible to speakers of
mainstream Arabic varieties. In their case, the diglossia present in Arab countries (where the different
domains of communication are covered by Fusha Arabic or Ammiyya Arabic, in a simplified schema)
has been replaced by a bilingualism or multilingualism situation (for example, the Spoken Arabic of
Mardin is found in the macro-context of a Turkish speaking country, but, in the same time, inside a
micro-context of a Kurdish and Neo-Aramean speaking area).
On top of the peripheral varieties, there are Arabic varieties spoken by Arab immigrants, in the
contemporary and modern period, across the globe, where they formed more or less stable
communities and whose language has witnessed various changes, due to the same socio-linguistic
factors that modulated the peripheral varieties.

Abstract submission
If you wish to submit an abstract, keep in mind that it must be no longer than 200 words, it must
contain at least five keywords, as well as some short bibliographical information. Please also send
with the Abstract a brief presentation of yourself.
Abstracts must be sent to the e-mail address of the Center for Arab Studies, University of Bucharest:
csa.unibuc@gmail.com.

The proceedings of this conference will be published in the Romano-Arabica Journal, XXI/2021.
For any additional information, please contact the Coordinator of the Organizing Committee,
Gabriel Bițună, @ gabrielbituna@gmail.com.

Important Dates
Submission of abstracts

November 30, 2019

Notification on the acceptance or rejection of the proposal

December 31, 2020

Conference

May 25-27, 2020

Submission of full papers
Expected date of publishing the Romano-Arabica Journal, XIX/2019

October 31, 2020
January-February 2021

Additional Information
Topics
We invite you to participate with your research on the following topics of interest to this area of
Arabic dialectology:
Peripheral Arabic varieties
Diaspora Arabic varieties
Pidgin Arabic
Language contact
Historical linguistics
Morphology
Syntax
Phonetics and Phonology
Creolization
Sociolinguistics
Languages accepted for the papers: Arabic, English, French
Registration fee: 100 euros - that will include
•
Participation in all lectures
•
Conference bag including programme with abstracts
•
Admission to the conference Reception
•
Coffee and snacks during breaks
•
Lunch for every conference day
•
Preparation and editing of conference proceedings (on paper and on-line)
For more information about Romano-Arabica, visit the following websites:
-

https://romanoarabica.academy/blog/
https://unibuc.academia.edu/RomanoArabicaJournal

Best wishes,
Gabriel Bițună – Coordinator of the Organizing Committee
Organizing Committee: Gabriel Bițună, George Grigore, Ovidiu Pietrăreanu, Laura Sitaru

